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Abstract. In this paper we introduce two new WAB-based consensus
algorithms for the crash-recovery model. The first one, B*-Consensus,
is resilient to up to f < n/2 permanent faults, and can solve consensus
in three communication steps. R*-Consensus, our second algorithm, is
f < n/3 resilient, and can solve consensus in two communication steps.
These algorithms are optimal with respect to the time complexity versus resilience tradeoff. We compare our algorithms to other consensus
algorithms in the crash-recovery model.
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Introduction

The consensus problem is a fundamental building block in fault-tolerant distributed systems. In a seminal paper, Fischer, Lynch, and Patterson have shown
that consensus cannot be deterministically solved in a completely asynchronous
distributed system subject to process failures [1]. This result implies that any
consensus algorithm requires extensions to the pure asynchronous model if at
least one process may crash during the execution.
Motivated by this theoretical bound, several approaches have been proposed
to solve consensus by strengthening the asynchronous. Dolev et al. [2] and Dwork
et al. [3] studied the minimum synchronization requirements needed by consensus. In [4], Chandra and Toueg introduced the concept of unreliable failure detectors, oracles that provide possibly incorrect information about process failures.
Unreliable failure detectors encapsulate the synchronous assumptions needed to
solve consensus and provide abstract properties to processes. The authors classified failure detectors in eight classes and showed that 3W encapsulates the
minimal assumptions needed to solve consensus [5]. Some proposals have also
considered solving consensus using a leader election oracle Ω [6, 7]. Intuitively,
a leader election oracle ensures that nonfaulty processes eventually agree on the
identity of some nonfaulty process, the leader.
?
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Another way to circumvent the consensus impossibility result is to use randomization. The algorithms presented in [8, 9] use a random number generator to
guarantee that with probability one processes will reach a decision. Algorithms
similar to those in [8, 9] were presented by Pedone et al. [10]. Instead of relying on
randomization, however, progress is ensured using weak ordering oracles. Such
oracles provide message ordering guarantees but, as unreliable failure detectors
and Ω, they can make mistakes. More specifically, the algorithms in [10] use
the weak atomic broadcast (WAB) oracle. WAB ensures that if processes keep
exchanging broadcast messages, then some of these messages will be delivered in
the same order by all nonfaulty processes. Weak ordering oracles are motivated
by Ethernet broadcast, present in many clustered architectures.
Lower bounds on what consensus algorithms can achieve have been also considered in the literature. Lamport summarizes previous results (e.g., [11, 12])
and presents new ones in [13]. These bounds show a tradeoff between resilience
and time complexity (i.e., the number of communication steps needed to solve
consensus). Briefly, the following results are stated: (a) To ensure progress, at
least a majority of processes needs to be nonfaulty. (b) To allow a decision to be
reached in two communication steps when more than one process is allowed to
propose, more than two-thirds of the processes should be nonfaulty.
Despite the great interest that consensus has attracted and the multitude of
algorithms that have been proposed to solve it, most works have considered system models which are of more theoretical than practical interest. This is mainly
reflected in two aspects: the failure behavior of processes and the reliability of
communication links. From a practical perspective, processes should be capable of re-integrating the system after a crash. Moreover, algorithms capable of
tolerating message losses can make better use of highly-efficient communication
means (e.g., UDP messages). We call such algorithms practical.
In this paper we introduce practical WAB-based consensus algorithms. Differently from those in [10], our protocols assume that processes can recover after
failures and messages can be lost. The first one, B*-Consensus, is resilient to up
to f < n/2 permanent failures; it solves consensus in three communication steps
when the WAB oracle works. The second algorithm, R*-Consensus, is f < n/3
resilient and can solve consensus in two communication steps. Therefore, besides
practical, our algorithms are also optimal regarding the time complexity versus
resilience tradeoff.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce our computational model and some definitions in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the
B*-Consensus and the R*-Consensus algorithms. Correctness proofs for both
algorithms can be found in [14]. In Section 4 we compare B*-Consensus and
R*-Consensus to other practical consensus algorithms, and relate them to other
works. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2
2.1

Model and definitions
Processes, communication, and failures

We consider an asynchronous system composed of a set Π = {p1 , . . . , pn } of
processes, n ≥ 3. Processes communicate by message passing. Messages can
be lost or duplicated but not corrupted. Processes can crash and recover an
unlimited number of times but do not behave maliciously (i.e., no Byzantine
failures). To ensure liveness we assume that eventually a subset of processes
remains up forever. Such processes are called stable.
In the following sections we provide a definition of the consensus problem and
then augment the asynchronous model with further assumptions to consensus
solvable.
2.2

The consensus problem

Processes executing consensus can propose a value, interact to accept a single
value, and learn the decision. Similarly to [13], we consider that these roles can
be played independently by each process. Characterizing processes as proposers,
acceptors, and learners allows us to simplify the algorithm’s presentation. It also
better models some real systems, e.g., it adequately matches a system where
clients propose values to servers and then, without participating in the decision
protocol themselves, learn the value accepted.
Using the decomposition of roles, consensus is defined as follows:
Nontriviality: only a proposed value may be learned.
Consistency: any two values that are learned must be equal.
Progress: for any proposer p and learner l, if p, l and n − f acceptors are stable,
and p proposes a value, then l must learn a value.
2.3

Weak Ordering Oracles

Weak ordering oracles provide message ordering guarantees [10]. A WAB is
a weak ordering oracle defined by the primitives w-broadcast(k, m) and wdeliver(k, m), where k ∈ N defines a w-broadcast instance, and m is a message.
The invocation of w-broadcast(k, m) broadcasts message m in instance k; wdeliver(k, m) w-delivers a message m w-broadcast in instance k. WAB satisfies
the following property:
– If w-broadcast(k,–) is invoked in an infinite number of instances k, then
(Fairness) for every instance k there is an instance k 0 ≥ k in which every
stable process w-delivers a message and (Spontaneous Order) the first wdelivered message in instance k 0 is the same for every process that w-delivers
a message in k 0 .
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For example, consider an instance k in which processes p and q w-broadcast
messages mp and mq respectively. If all non crashed processes in the system
execute w-deliver(k, ), and their first invocation of w-deliver returns the same
message m ∈ {mp , mq }, then the property is satisfied in k. If, otherwise, some
non crashed process does not execute w-deliver, or if one process w-delivers mp
while another w-delivers mq , the property is not satisfied in i.
WABs are motivated by empirical observation of the behavior of IP-multicast
in some local-area networks (e.g., Ethernet). In such environments, IP-multicast
ensures that most broadcast messages are delivered in the same order to all
network nodes.
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B*-Consensus and R*-Consensus

In this section we introduce two WAB-based consensus algorithms for the crashrecovery model: B∗ -Consensus and R∗ -Consensus. These protocols were inspired
by those in [10] but, differently from them, tolerate an unbounded number of failures and message losses without losing consistency. For example, any process can
crash and recover an unbounded number of times. To ensure progress, however,
a certain number of processes is required to be stable: B∗ -Consensus requires
f < n/2 stable processes, and R*-Consensus requires f < n/3. By requiring
more stable processes, R*-Consensus may reach a decision in two communication steps, while B*-Consensus needs at least three steps. Therefore, they have
optimal time complexity [13]. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
WAB-based algorithms to consider crash-recovery failures and message loses.
As the two algorithms share some behavior, in the following sections we
initially describe their commonalities and then describe their particularities.
3.1

General overview

R*-Consensus and B*-Consensus execute a sequence of rounds. In each round,
proposers can propose a value, acceptors try to choose a value proposed in the
round, and learners try to identify whether a decision has been made in the
current round or if a new round must be started.
In a deciding round r, (i) a proposer w-broadcasts a value v, that is, it executes w-broacast(r, v); (ii) acceptors w-deliver some proposed value, possibly
interact to accept a value, and notify the learners; and (iii) the learners, after
gathering enough acceptance messages, learn that a value was decided and tell
the application. The main difference between the algorithms lies in the meaning of enough; in order to decide with fewer messages, increasing the resilience
from f < n/3 to f < n/2, acceptors in B*-Consensus must execute an extra
communication round before accepting a value.
The algorithms are divided in blocks of statements, each one executed until
completion and one at time. The Initialization block runs when the algorithm
is started. If the process is recovering from a crash, the Recovery block is run,
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instead. The other blocks have clauses triggered by message arrivals (receive and
w-deliver), and only run after Initialization or Recovery have run.
In both algorithms, every process p keeps a variable rp with the highestnumbered round in which p took part, and a variable propp that either has the
proposal for round rp or ⊥, meaning that any value can be proposed. Variables
propp and rp are always logged together (see Algorithms 1 and 2), ensuring that
processes replay rounds consistently, after recovering from a crash.
Skipping rounds. When a process p in round rp sees a message sent in round
rq > rp , p immediately jumps to rq without performing rounds rp +1..rq −1. This
allows processes that were down for a long time to rapidly catch up with the most
advanced processes. Not every value is a valid proposal for every round: after
deciding rounds, for example, only the decided value can be proposed. As only
processes that finished round rq − 1 initially know which values can be proposed
in rq , processes in earlier rounds must learn, maybe indirectly, which values
are valid in rq from processes in later rounds. This is accomplished by having
each process’ proposal attached to every message it sends (the last field of each
message in the algorithm). The Round Skipping Task, presented in Algorithms 1
and 2, lines 8-16, runs on every message received/w-delivered before other clauses
handle them. The algorithms in [15] can also skip rounds, but the procedure is
more complicated than the one we present.
Proposers. Proposers are given a value by the application and try to pass it
as the instance’s decision. Due to message losses and process crashes, a consensus
instance may not terminate in the first attempt, and may have to be retried.
At any time, proposers can retry a consensus instance if they believe that the
previous attempt has failed; consistency is kept even if the previous attempt is
actually still running. To be able to learn that a round of the algorithm has
terminated we assume that each proposer is also a learner. So, if a proposer
does not learn the decision of the consensus it has initiated after some time, it
re-starts its execution by proposing in its current round. Proposers execute lines
17-20 of the algorithms.
3.2

The B∗ -Consensus algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the B∗ -Consensus algorithm.
Acceptors. In the B∗ -Consensus algorithm, every acceptor p will accept the
first proposal w-delivered. That is, p takes this proposal as its first estimative
(est1p ), and logs it together with the current round number (rp ) and a valid
proposal. Then, p exchanges its estimative with other acceptors using check
messages, collecting d(n + 1)/2e estimatives. p uses them as its second estimative
(est2p ) if they are all equal, or >, otherwise. p then logs est2p and rp and sends
them both to the learners in second messages.
Learners. Once a learner has received d(n + 1)/2e second messages, it
checks whether all carry the same estimative v. If that is the case, a decision
has been reached and v is delivered to the application. Otherwise, p looks for at
least one v 6= > in second messages to be used as a proposition for the next
round, so that any future rounds will only be able to decide v.
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Algorithm 1 The B∗ -Consensus Algorithm
: Initialization:
: rp ← 0
3: propp ← est1p ← est2p ← ⊥
4: Cset ← Sset ← ∅
1
2

: Recovery:
: retrieve(rp , propp , est1p , est2p )
7: Cset ← Sset ← ∅
5

6

: Round Skipping Task:
: before executing receive( , rq , . . .)
or w-deliver(m, rq )
10:
if rp > rq
11:
send (SKIP,rp , propp ) to q
12:
if rp < rq
13:
rp ← rq
14:
propp ← propq
15:
est1p ← est2p ← ⊥
16:
Cset ← Sset ← ∅
8

9

: To propose value vp do as follows:
: if propp = ⊥
19:
propp ← vp
20: w-broadcast (first,rp , propp )
to acceptors
21: Acceptors execute as follows:
22: upon w-deliver (first, rp , propq )
23:
if est1p = ⊥
24:
est1p ← propq
25:
log (est1p , rp , propp )
26:
send (check, rp , est1p , propq )
to acceptors

17

18

3.3

: upon receive (check, rp ,est1q ,propq )
: Cset ← Cset ∪ {(check, rp , est1q , propq )}
29:
if |Cset| = d(n + 1)/2e
30:
if ∀(check, rp , est1q , −) ∈ Cset :
est1q = v
31:
est2p ← v
32:
else
33:
est2p ← >
34:
log (est2p , rp , propp )
35:
send (second, rp , est2p , propp )
to learners
27

28

: Learners execute as follows:
: upon receive (second, rp , est2q , vq )
38:
Sset ← Sset∪{(second, rp , est2q , vq )}
39:
if |Sset| = d(n + 1)/2e
40:
if ∀(second, rp , est2q , ) ∈ Sset :
est2q = v 6= >
41:
decide v
42:
if ∃(second, rp , est2q , ) ∈ Sset :
est2q = v 6= >
43:
propp ← v
44:
rp ← rp + 1
45:
est1p ← est2p ← ⊥
46:
Cset ← Sset ← ∅
36

37

The R∗ -Consensus algorithm

Algorithm 2 presents the R∗ -Consensus algorithm.
Acceptors. In the R∗ -Consensus algorithm, as in B∗ -Consensus, every acceptor p accepts the first proposal it w-delivers, and logs it together with rp and
propp , so that these values will not be forgotten in case of crash. p then sends
these values to all learners in second messages.
Learners. Learners gather d(2n+1)/3e second messages and check whether
they contain the same estimative v. If that is the case, v is decided and delivered to the application. Otherwise, learners check if at least a majority of the
estimatives are equal to v 0 in which case propp is set to v 0 , locking the value for
future decisions. In any case, rp is incremented.
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Algorithm 2 The R∗ -Consensus Algorithm
: Initialization:
: rp ← 0
3: propp ←, est1p ← ⊥
4: Sset ← ∅
1
2

: Recovery:
: retrieve(rp , propp , est1p )
7: Sset ← ∅
5
6

: Acceptors execute as follows:
: upon deliver (first,rp , propq )
23:
if est1p = ⊥
24:
est1p ← propq
25:
log (est1p , rp , propp )
26:
send (second, rp , est1p , propp )
to learners
21

22

: Learners execute as follows:
: upon deliver (second,rp , est1q , vq )
29:
Sset ← Sset ∪ {(second, rp , est1q , vq )}
30:
if |Sset| = d(2n + 1)/3e
31:
if ∀(second, rp , est1q , ) ∈ Sset :
est1q = v
32:
decide v
33:
if ∃vmaj , for d(n + 1)/2e (second, rp , v, )
∈ Sset : v = vmaj
34:
propp ← vmaj
35:
else
36:
propp ← ⊥
17: To propose value vp do as follows:
37:
rp ← rp + 1
18: if propp = ⊥
38:
est1p ← ⊥
19:
propp ← vp
39:
Sset ← ∅
20: w-broadcast (first,propp )
to acceptors
27

: Round Skipping Task:
9: before executing receive( , rq , . . .)
or w-deliver(m, rq )
10:
if rp > rq
11:
send (SKIP,rp , propp ) to q
12:
if rp < rq
13:
rp ← rq
14:
propp ← propq
15:
est1p ← ⊥
16:
Sset ← ∅
8
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Related Work

WAB-based consensus algorithms were introduced in [10]. This work assumed
crash-stop failures and reliable channels. Here we presented WAB-based consensus algorithms that allow processes to recover and messages to be lost.
The problem of consensus in the crash-recovery model was previously studied in [7, 15–19]. These approaches considered either a leader-election oracle or
unreliable failure detectors (UFD) as extensions to the asynchronous model. In
[15], Aguilera et al. showed that if the number of processes that never crash
(“always-up processes”) is bigger than the number of processes that eventually
remain crashed or that crash and recovery infinitely many times, then consensus is solvable without stable storage; without this assumption stable storage is
needed. As we do not bound the number of processes that are allowed to crash,
our algorithms must use stable storage, although this is done sparingly. Differently from our approach, the algorithms in [16, 19] keep all their variables in
stable storage and cannot be considered practical.
In [13] some lower bounds on how fast, in terms of communication steps, a
consensus algorithm can be are given. Roughly, if any value proposed by two
or more proposers can be decided within two communication steps, then no
more than f < n/3 processes can be unstable; to be able to decide in three
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communication steps, no more than f < n/2 processes can be unstable. Some
algorithms found in the literature may decide in two communication steps and
still be f < n/2 resilient. In these algorithms, however, only the value proposed
by the coordinator3 can be decided in two steps; deciding on a value proposed by
other processes requires at least one message step more. As this extra step is important in several practical situations, e.g., when using consensus to implement
atomic broadcast, in the following analysis we consider this extra step whenever
it applies. Since WAB-based algorithms do not have the role of a coordinator,
they do not suffer from this shortcoming.
The Paxos algorithm [7, 18] relies on an Ω leader election oracle to solve consensus. In its normal form, Paxos needs at least four (plus one) communication
steps to decide on a value. By omitting the first phase of the algorithm, a simple optimization for good runs, two communication steps can be saved. Another
variation of Paxos, Fast Paxos [20], eliminates the extra step by having any proposer proposing on behalf of the leader. In good runs, a decision can be reached
in two communication steps. Since Paxos is f < n/2 resilient and Fast Paxos
is f < n/3, they are optimal. Just like Paxos and Fast Paxos, the WAB-based
algorithms we presented here are also optimal.
Hurfin et al. [17] presented an algorithm that has the same message pattern
as Paxos in optimized mode, i.e., two (plus one) communication steps. Because
it uses the rotating coordinator paradigm, the decision may be delayed when
coordinators, elected deterministically, crash.
The algorithm relying on stable storage in [15] is f < n/2 resilient. In bestcase runs, processes access stable storage twice in a round and reach decision
within three (plus one) communication steps. B*-Consensus writes in disk twice
in a round, while R*-Consensus writes only once. In Paxos, disk writes happen
once per round in the optimized mode, and twice in the normal mode, that is,
in each mode it has the same cost as one of our algorithms. Fast Paxos writes
once per round, as does the algorithm in [17].
Table 1 summarizes consensus algorithms in terms of communication steps
(i.e., expected latency), number of messages, their resilience, number of disk
writes, and the oracle needed for termination. δ denotes the expected network
delay assumed for the analysis of the algorithms. We consider both point-topoint and multicast communication, and assume that either one or the other
is used at each configuration, but not both at the same time. Notice that we
consider messages sent from a process to itself, as these messages also impose
some processing cost at each machine.
From Table 1, the optimized version of Paxos takes the same number of communication steps as B*-Consensus but, due to its centralized nature, needs nearly
half the messages. Two more communication steps are required when Paxos runs
the first phase. Although the number of messages is half of B*-Consensus with
point-to-point communication, it becomes almost the same when broadcast is
available. Moreover, if the proposer is the current leader, then one communication step and one message can be saved in Paxos. When compared to R*3

Leader and initiator are also names commonly used.
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Protocol

Expected Number of Messages Resilience Oracle Disk
Latency Unicast Broadcast
Writes
B∗ -Consensus
3δ
2n2 + n
2n + 1
f < n/2
WAB
2
R∗ -Consensus
2δ
n2 + n
n+1
f < n/3
WAB
1
Fast Paxos
2δ
n2 + n
n+1
f < n/3
Ω
1
Paxos (optimized)
3δ
n2 + n + 1
n+2
f < n/2
Ω
1
Paxos (normal)
5δ
n2 + 3n + 1 2n + 3
f < n/2
Ω
2
Aguilera et. al
4δ
3n + 1
n+3
f < n/2
UFD
2
Hurfin et. al
3δ
n2 + n + 1
n+2
f < n/2
UFD
1
Table 1. Consensus algorithms in the crash-recovery model

Consensus, the optimized version of Paxos uses the same number of messages,
and trades one communication step for better resilience: f < n/2 instead of
n < n/3. Finally, notice that Paxos always degenerate to the normal case after
the first try to achieve consensus fails using the optmized version of the protocol. Fast Paxos equals R*-Consensus in all criteria but the oracle. Aguilera
et al.’s algorithm has the same resilience, latency and number of disk writes
as B*-Consensus, but is more efficient in terms of messages. Hurfin et al.’s algorithm is just as efficient as R*-Consensus, but has better resilience. If it is
important for more than one proposer to be able to have its proposal decided,
then the WAB-based consensus algorithms become one communication step more
efficient. Moreover, in our analysis we do not count the messages needed to implement the Ω and UFD abstractions.
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Conclusions

In this paper we introduced B*-Consensus and R*-Consensus, two WAB-based
algorithms that assume the crash-recovery model and tolerate message losses.
Both algorithms can cope with any number of process failures without violating
safety. B*-Consensus takes three communication steps to reach a decision and
requires a majority of stable processes to ensure progress. R*-Consensus can
decide in two communication steps, but requires more than two thirds of stable
processes for progress. Both algorithms are optimal in terms of communication
steps for the resilience they provide.
We compared our algorithms to other well-known consensus algorithms in
the crash-recovery model. Due to their decentralized fashion, when using these
protocols, any proposer may have its value decided within the minimal latency.
This comes at the cost of resilience or extra messages. In the case of Fast Paxos,
the only difference is the oracle used, Ω, and the number messages needed to
implement it.
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